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In training speed, the most elusive athletic quality, what really works, and what doesn't? What
are the components of sprinting itself that elites do, where amateurs falter? And how can we
arrange all of this in a training medium that facilitates high performance? Speed Strength is the
product of hundreds of athletes trained, thousands of hours of study, dozens of expert mentors,
and an open mind. If you are interested in the answer to these questions, then Speed Strength is
the book that holds the answers you are looking for, and much more.Joel Smith is the host of the
Just Fly Performance Podcast and a track and strength coach of 13 years. As a track coach to
national champions and Olympic champions as a strength coach, Joel has seen the elements of
speed inside and out. Featuring the insight of over 25 field leaders, Speed Strength touches on
the most important trainable elements of sprinting in a holistic and thorough manner.

About the AuthorMelina Palmer is founder and CEO of The Brainy Business, which provides
behavioral economics consulting to businesses of all sizes from around the world. Her podcast,
The Brainy Business: Understanding the Psychology of Why People Buy, has downloads in over
160 countries and is used as a resource for teaching applied behavioral economics for many
universities and businesses. Melina obtained her bachelor’s degree in business administration:
marketing and worked in corporate marketing and brand strategy for over a decade before
earning her master’s in behavioral economics. She has contributed research to the Association
for Consumer Research, Filene Research Institute, and runs the Behavioral Economics &
Business column for Inc Magazine. She will begin teaching applied behavioral economics
through the Texas A&M Human Behavior Lab in fall 2020 and her first book on the subject is
scheduled for publication in April 2021.--This text refers to the paperback edition.Review“What
Your Customer Wants and Can’t Tell You is a fascinating book on human behavior and
economics. This thorough guidebook will shape the way you do business and force you to
rethink your current strategies. Included are practical exercises to help you move your current
management mess to leadership and business success. This is a must-read for anyone who
wants to understand their clientele and what makes them tick.”―Scott J. Miller, bestselling
author and host of the #1 leadership podcast, On Leadership with Scott Miller“What Your
Customer Wants and Can’t Tell You is a great guide to the customer's mind. Written for the savvy
businessperson, the book delves into behavioral economics with an entry-level, yet accessible
approach, that will not only enlighten, but also entertain.”―Nir Eyal, bestselling author of Hooked
and Indistractable“Building on the success of her podcast, Palmer has crafted a thoughtful,
approachable book for anyone looking to take their first foray into the world of applied behavioral
science and how it can be applied to practical business problems.”―Matt Wallaert, behavioral
scientist and author of Start at the End: How to Build Products that Create Change“What Your



Customer Wants and Can’t Tell You hands you the key to the secret world of behavioural
science, in its comprehensive yet approachable review of the research and how to use it.
”―Patrick Fagan, chief scientific officer of Capuchin Behavioural Science and author of
Hooked“Einstein said, ‘Everything should be made as simple as possible, but not simpler.’ What
Your Customer Wants and Can’t Tell You does just that as Melina Palmer takes a tremendous
amount of research from behavioral economics and social psychology and shares it in ways
anyone can understand. And she does so without losing the nuances you need to know if you
want to get it right. Most importantly, Melina gives real world application and additional
references for readers who want to dive deeper into the topic. This book, and her Brainy
Business podcast, are resources you don't want to overlook if you want to become more
persuasive.”―Brian Ahearn, author Influence PEOPLE“You trust your gut, right? Well, so did
many other business leaders, just before their gut reactions led them to make decisions that
brought down great companies and high-flying careers. Melina Palmer’s book, relying on the
latest research in behavioral economics, shows you how to avoid the dangerous judgment errors
called cognitive biases that brought down previously-successful leaders. Palmer is an excellent
science and business communicator and provides clear and business-relevant explanations of
what you need to know to use behavioral economics insights to protect your company and
career.”―Dr. Gleb Tsipursky, behavioral scientist, CEO of Disaster Avoidance Experts and
bestselling author of Never Go With Your Gut and The Blindspots Between Us“Melina is skilled
in taking the theoretical concepts behind behavioral economics and making them easy to
understand and apply. She is a thought leader in this space, experienced at working with
marketing and non-marketing professionals in integrating these concepts into their corporate
strategy and driving significant results. This book is a must have for anyone that is looking to
grow their business through a deeper understanding of how people make decisions.”―Justin
Martin, EVP/chief operating officer of Verity Credit Union“Melina Palmer has taken the insights
she has gathered from years of producing her wonderful podcast, The Brainy Business, and
packed them all into this fun, delightful book that will leave you with new, smart ideas to launch
your business to the next level. Filled with actionable knowledge, What Your Customer Wants
and Can’t Tell You, is a treasure trove of ways you can use psychological principles to amplify
your marketing and sales efforts. From insights on pricing and priming, to messaging and
nudges, to reciprocity and habits, this book provides you with hundreds of hints and tips that can
be implemented immediately. This is a must-read for anyone who is interested in how to unlock
the power of behavioral economics with their customers.”―Dr. Kurt Nelson, founder & chief
behavioral scientist of The Lantern Group and cohost of the award-winning Behavioral Grooves
podcast“I really enjoyed reading What Your Customer Wants and Can’t Tell You. Melina is a
great storyteller and being a twenty-four-year P&G Insights veteran, I can see how most (if not
all) of these Behavioural Economics concepts have been applied to the different brands I've
worked on. What Your Customer Wants and Can’t Tell You pulls together these concepts
beautifully by providing case studies and stories making it far easier than any other resources



I've seen to translate BE concepts into a world of business.”―Dr. D. Keith Ewart, VP Insights at
CloudArmy“Melina Palmer, a true expert in the field of behavioral economics, has developed a
comprehensive and digestible must-read for everyone who works with brands―from CEO to
marketing staff, product developer to solopreneur and everyone in between. Anyone interested
in leadership and running a successful, profitable business should get a copy of What Your
Customer Wants and Can’t Tell You and share it with their teams immediately.”―Cristina
McLamb, founder and CEO of Niche Skincare“What Your Customer Wants and Can’t Tell You is
a superb, easy-to-read exposé of how to apply key behavioural principles. Told in a very
compelling way with an authentic style, it is a terrific guide for marketers and industry
practitioners the world over. Anyone in business would benefit from the insights in this
book.”―Nuala Walsh, founder of MINDEQUITY, vice-chair of UNWomen UK, and cofounding
member of the Global Association of Applied Behavioural Scientists“Melina Palmer’s book What
Your Customer Wants and Can’t Tell You is a wonderful guide full of behavioral economics
principles and insights that can be applied in your everyday work, and an exceptional
companion to Melina’s podcast, The Brainy Business. A one-two punch that will be sure to
‘nudge’ you into the wonderful world of applied behavior science.”―Jason Archambault, director
of behavioral economics at Truist Financial“Like Melina’s podcast, What Your Customer Wants
and Can’t Tell You sparkles with snappy ideas that unearth truths about human behavior with
cool ideas and practical tips. It stands on the shoulders of her podcast guests and researchers
who shared great ideas, but, more importantly, Melina serves them up in ways that are down-to-
earth and easy to put into practice. It’s a must-read!”―Tim Houlihan, chief behavioral strategist at
Behavioral Alchemy and cohost of the award-winning Behavioral Grooves podcast“Any business
needs to understand human behavior―and therefore how people think―to succeed. Melina
Palmer’s brilliant book brings to life the latest science explaining why we do what we do using
engaging and relatable examples and gives you immediately practical advice and tips on how to
apply it for your business. Read it so you―and your business―can benefit.”―Richard Chataway,
author of The Behaviour Business and CEO of BVA Nudge Unit UK“What Your Customer Wants
and Can’t Tell You is absolutely jam-packed full of fascinating examples of how, deep-down, our
brains are shaping, guiding, and triggering everyday behaviour...without us even being aware of
it! Energizing, fun, and pacy, this book will appeal not just to smart-marketers, creatives, and
designers looking for fresh inspiration, but to anybody interested in the latest science behind
what really makes us tick...and what it is that nudges us to make the choices we do.”―Thom
Noble, president/CSO of CloudArmy Inc.“An engaging and thoughtful read packed with tons of
concrete examples, this book is a valuable resource for anyone seeking to understand the
principles of behavioral science and apply them in their work and lives.”―Bec Weeks, founder of
Pique“What Your Customer Wants and Can’t Tell You is a stand-out guide for anyone fascinated
by customer behaviour and the science of decision-making. Melina is an invaluable voice in the
field, with a unique take on behavioural economics and its application for marketers. What Your
Customer Wants and Can’t Tell You is accessible in its delivery and robust in its evidence-base



for enthusiasts and practitioners alike, providing clear examples and memorable insight―a
smart balance of breadth and depth.”―Madeline Quinlan, cofounder of Salient Behavioural
Consultants and head of membership for the Global Association of Applied Behavioural
Scientists“Melina uses relatable anecdotes and beautifully simple narratives that speak directly
to the mind and emotions of the reader. In doing so, she illustrates the point of the book: Why it's
fundamental to truly understand human emotions and behavior in a quantifiable way and the
tools you need to do so to ultimately connect to customers and demonstrate real
growth.”―Nadia Haagen Pedersen, executive vice president of marketing at iMotions“This book
is an incredible, step-by-step guide for people in the business world who want to deepen their
understanding of behavioral economics to give themselves a competitive edge in the market. I
highly recommend Melina as a go-to expert in the field and this book is a leading resource for
me as I seek to deepen my knowledge in the field.”―Kwame Christian, director of the American
Negotiation Institute, bestselling author, attorney, speaker, and host of the #1 negotiation
podcast, Negotiation Anything“With this book, Melina will challenge the way you think about
your personal and business decisions and the real ‘whys’ driving your customers’ choices. Don’t
‘over-think’ this decision to dig in and learn.”―Will Leach, CEO of Mindstate Group and author of
Marketing to Mindstates“At its most basic, success in business is a result of understanding
human behavior better than your competitors. From that perspective, What Your Customer
Wants and Can’t Tell You is the most important business book to come out in years. Behavioral
economist-slash-podcaster-slash author Melina Palmer provides an all-encompassing guide to
navigating the complexities of the human brain to get people to buy from you.”―Michael F.
Schein, author of The Hype Handbook and president of MicroFame Media“From complete
beginners to seasoned professionals, everyone who reads What Your Customer Wants and
Can’t Tell You will glean invaluable nuggets of wisdom about the art of applying Behavioural
Science to business and brands.”―April Vellacott, behavioural consulting lead at Cowry
Consulting and coauthor of Ripple: The BIG Effects of Small Behaviour Changes in
Business“With thoughtful application of the concepts from What Your Customer Wants and
Can’t Tell You, you will outsmart the nonconscious barriers that keep you from doing your best
work, and in the process, outpace your competition and create products, services, and
experiences for your customers that even they don’t know how to ask for. Get it, absorb it, use
it!”―Adam Hansen, principal and VP of Behavioral Innovation at Ideas To Go and coauthor of
Outsmart Your Instincts“Melina has made the complex workings of the human brain, the most
powerful machine on the planet even in the Age of AI, simple and approachable for anyone to
understand and take advantage of.”―James Robert Lay, founder and CEO of Digital Growth
Institute and podcast host and author of Banking on Digital Growth“What Your Customer Wants
and Can’t Tell You is packed full of practical insights and real-world case studies and is fully
supported with academic references. A book to devour if you want to get your teeth into the
application of behavioural economics.”―Jez Groom, founder and CEO of Cowry Consulting and
coauthor of Ripple: The BIG Effects of Small Behaviour Changes in Business“In What Your



Customer Wants and Can’t Tell You, Melina lifts up the curtain to help us understand what
customers often don't understand themselves―how they make decisions. This brilliant book is a
wealth of knowledge, arming practitioners with actionable insights to help understand how
customers decide.”―Nate Andorsky, CEO of Creative Science and author of Decoding the Why:
How Behavioral Science Is Driving the Next Generation of Product Design“Practical advice and
engaging exercises to help you start applying behavioral science in your business right
away.”―Aline Holzwarth, head of Behavioral Science at Pattern Health and principal at Duke
University's Center for Advanced Hindsight“From the hardest working podcaster in the field of
behavioural science, What Your Customer Wants and Can’t Tell You is a must-read packed with
useful case studies and practical advice for brands and organisations alike.”―Dr. Benny
Cheung, director at Dectech“This book is a great resource for people wanting to make human
behavior work for their business and impact their lives.”―Dr. Marco Palma, director of the Human
Behavior Laboratory at Texas A&M University“An eminently readable guide to unconscious
persuasion written by an industry veteran―get this book before your competitors do!”―Tim Ash,
international keynote speaker and bestselling author of Unleash Your Primal Brain“If you are
already a fan of Melina’s excellent podcast The Brainy Business (as I am!), you’ll instantly
recognise her friendly and warm voice in What Your Customer Wants and Can’t Tell You.
Displaying her usual upbeat and enthusiastic style, Melina succeeds in making the subject of
behavioural economics seem cool and fun to explore.”―Louise Ward, cohost of the Behavioural
Science Club“The book every businessperson should read! It’s packed full of thoughtful
information and laid out in a way that is easy to absorb. It will make you think and act differently
as well as approach your business in a whole new way. It will make you laugh, gasp, and ponder.
It’s absolutely brilliant.”―Nikki Rausch, CEO of Sales Maven, neurolinguistic programming
expert, podcast host, and author of Buying Signals and The Selling Staircase“Melina does an
amazing job of taking such a fascinating, yet complex, topic and distilling them into simple,
actionable information that can be applied in so many different aspects of our lives.”―Michael
Mazur, VP of Business Development at Colu --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Speed StrengthA Comprehensive Guide to Biomechanics, Demands and TrainingMethodology
for Linear SpeedBy Joel Smith, MS, CSCSCover Design by Jake ClarkJUST FLY SPORTS1229
University Avenue. Berkeley, CA, 94702Copyright 2018 by Joel SmithAll Rights Reserved. No
Portion of this manual may be used, reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any means,
electronic, mechanical, fax, photocopy, recording or any information storage and retrieval
system by anyone but the purchaser for their own personal use. This manual may not be
reproduced in any form without the prior written consent of Joel Smith.DisclaimerThe
information in this book is for educational purposes only. The reader should be cautioned that
there is an inherent risk assumed by the participant with any form of physical activity. Those
participating in physical training programs should check with their physician prior to initiating
such activities. Anyone participating in these training activities should understand that such
training initiatives may be dangerous or harmful if performed incorrectly. The author assumes no
liability for injury from the adverse effects or consequences from the misuse of the information
presented in this text.Created in the United States of AmericaTo those coaches and athleteson
the path less-traveledTable of ContentsIntroductionPART II.Biomechanics of
SprintingII.Anatomy of SpeedIII.Individual Factors and DifferencesPART IIIV.Principles of
Exercise SelectionV.The Power LiftsVI.Optimizing the Olympic LiftsVII.‘Specific’ Weight Room
Training for SpeedVIII.Speed Drills and Special StrengthIX.Plyometric Training for SpeedPART
IIIX.Programming PrinciplesAppendix A.Sample ProgrammingiIntroductionOf all sport qualities,
speed is the most desired. Fast teams win ballgames and impress crowds in the process. Take a
look at the face of a slower athlete who just got “burned” on a play by a fleet-footed opponent,
and their expression will say it all regarding this pinnacle ability of the modern sportsman. If you
want to make it to the next level of sport, you need to have the required speed. Fast teams make
the state football championships and field loads of successful track athletes in the spring.Speed
is largely genetic, full stop. Who one’s parents are plays a great role in how fast they will be. It is
possible, of course, to get faster, and in many cases, much faster. What is the best way to
accomplish this? Many methods are pointed to: weightlifting, plyometrics, resisted and assisted
sprinting, and a myriad of band exercises and “sprint drills.” Since so much out there is listed to
improve this basic human quality, how do we know where to turn to create the optimal training
program? Training programs, means and methods out there for the sake of speed enhancement
are too numerous to count, let alone analyze and integrate into one’s programming.Around the
country, and the world, coaches, athletes and parents are presented with a variety of ideas to
maximize velocity on the track, court or field of play. One of the primary training means up for
debate is barbell training for the sake of speed. Ever since the dawn of the craft in regard to
sport, moving iron weights for the purpose of improving an athlete’s speed has been hotly
debated, particularly by track and field specialists. I am rarely at a seminar where all coaches are
of the same mind about the use of barbell work for their athletes.“Runners need muscles of a
deer, not an ox,” was the initial protest regarding the utilization of strength training for better-
performing athletes. Early strength and conditioning coaches were given their jobs under the



condition of getting fired if they made any athletes slower. Barbell training apparently did the job
back then, and it continues to be a driving force behind nearly any athletic enhancement
program in existence. Today, the overwhelming majority of speed and power athletes perform
resistance training programs based on the Olympic lifts or powerlifting movements. There is now
an entire profession based around the use of resistance training to improve athletic strength,
power and, hopefully, speed.Although strength training is an important construct of our modern
sports system, it can also fail to be the magic bullet it is so often claimed to be in a number of
misguided situations. There are dozens, if not hundreds, of elite-level track and field sprint
athletes who have managed to lower their absolute performance ceiling by adding too much
bulk and restricted movement patterning from excessive or poorly planned strength
regimens.Plenty of high school football players who haven’t touched a weight (but ran track) get
to college, start lifting, doing sprint drills and the like, and see their 100m dash regress. Those
who improve their 40-yard dash their first year of college football often see a plateau in the last
2-3 years of their playing time, even though they still get “stronger” in the squat rack. What’s the
disconnect here? Boosting their squat doesn’t necessarily mean that an athlete will jump higher,
and reaching higher weight room numbers can even carry an inverse or “negative” transfer to an
athlete’s speed at particular points in their career. Strength coaches who know the squat rack
inside out (but can’t tell you how the foot properly contacts the ground in acceleration) hail the
squat as the ultimate means of acceleration improvement. The training confusion is exacerbated
by the quest for novelty, the monster of social media, and the hopes that there are “secret
methods” out there that could transform the average guy or girl into a speed demon. The guys
winning the gold medals in the Olympic sprints, after all, don’t make their money in the weight
room, but on the track. They aren’t in a lab doing secret exercises, such as Ivan Drago in Rocky
IV. Yet, looking at the likes and comments on various social media outlets, every special exercise
that looks new and different tends to get mass approval and attention, while simple, trusted and
effective methods get overlooked.When an athlete gets faster or jumps higher, it is often difficult
to really pin down the primary cause of improvement in the context of a training program with
many elements. This is particularly true for barbell strength and the expression of speed. When
performing a program that contains sprinting, explosive changes of direction, jumping,
plyometrics, explosive throws, Olympic lifts and all types of squats and deadlifts, who is to say
which exact training means were most helpful in making that athlete faster? Who can tell you
what part of the equation, if removed, might have led to even better results?! The only way to
know how to optimize speed programming is a more intimate knowledge of the main players in
the training equation, each with their own unique offerings and biomechanics.As a speed
community, many coaches are on a swift departure from some of the standard powerlifting
programming that proliferated the strength and conditioning field in the 2000s. Despite this, there
are still principles that elite speed athletes can benefit from in the weight room to continually
improve or maintain their sprint ability. Weak athletes require basic strength levels in the main
ground-based lifts. Coaches cannot ignore the potentiation effect that a heavy barbell has on



athletes who can harness the benefit. A heavy barbell session can make a subsequent speed
session better when done correctly, even if it is all double leg work and doesn’t touch the velocity
of running. All lower and medium tiers of speed-based athletes generally have things that can be
gained in the weight room that will improve their agility, and even top-end speed and endurance.
On top of this, barbell work can assist in strengthening weaknesses, improving coordination and
drawing lines of context in aspects of sport movement such as body angles and torso position. It
can also provide a role of general strength, becoming an “antivirus” from the damaging load of
lots of specific on-field sprinting that is maximal or near maximal in nature.So what should we
truly seek from the weight room, plyometrics, special work and the like in terms of speed
development? Questions often include:• How does weightlifting actually make someone fast?•
What is the best type of weightlifting to get faster in acceleration and top-end speed?• Why
does hypertrophy-based strength work often make athletes slower and less coordinated?• Are
lighter/faster or heavier weights better for improving speed?• How strong is “strong enough” for
speed in my sport?• How can (insert fast professional athlete here) never lift weights and be so
fast and explosive?• How do plyometrics impact my sprinting and acceleration, and which ones
should I be doing?• How specific should my training be? What about exercises in the weight
room that look like acceleration or sprinting? Are they better than typical squats and cleans?•
What does a program that properly balances exercises for speed training actually look like?The
answers to these questions will determine the training program, and resulting athletic
performance. Every athlete can respond well on the novice level to a program that doesn’t
address these questions, but as they progress through the intermediate, to advanced and elite
performance, more and more of them must be answered. This intermediate to elite stage is
where many have questions, but the answers are generally difficult to find.‘Magic Bullets’ vs.
Informed Performance GainsIt’s human nature to seek novelty with a curious mind. We are
always looking for that secret unicorn of speed. If you bought this book because you were
looking for the exercise that was the be-all and end-all magic bullet to making athletes faster,
then I’m afraid you might be disappointed. Fortunately, knowing how and why each strength,
plyometric and special strength exercise may help improve one’s speed leads to a vastly more
effective system on increasing the speed of the athlete. The potentiation from heavy modified
box squats, the elastic and fascicle length assistance of OI split squats, the neural effects of
over-speed training and the power and coordination of bounding each has their own unique and
important contribution to the speed equation.Athletic needs also change over time. An exercise
that helped an athlete at one point in their career may not have the same effect later on. An
increase in a squat or trap bar deadlift may have yielded commensurate gains in acceleration
early on, but later, increasing them may have little use. Powerful special strength exercises for
speed that are utilized year-round will eventually lose their novelty and effect. Knowing what to
use and when helps you keep that training “ace card” in your sleeve for when it will carry the
greatest performance impact.This ensures that one-third of your training group doesn’t get faster
while two-thirds stagnate, and provides confidence that you’ll be at your highest performance



level when it counts. It ensures that as an athlete, you can understand where you stand, and
what you need to gain speed.Using This Book to Break BarriersThis book is not as much a “cut
and paste” program as it is a library of means and methods to plug into your coaching or athletic
intuition. There are sample programs that you can easily use, but the ultimate goal of this text is
to educate you to the point where you can utilize your own senses and creativity in the context of
the theory and exercises that lie ahead. Education and a thorough knowledge of training ideas
also create buy-in and maximize an athlete’s confidence in a speed program. Since the journey
of building sport speed is never rolled into a single 12-week off-season period, my goal is that
the concepts within, the overall philosophy and the sample programs serve as a reference point
in enhancing your total program over the duration of your career and/or your athlete’s career.It is
important for young athletes that the concepts of this book aren’t used as replacements for
natural and fun speed improvement means, also referred to as “playing other sports,” or my
personal favorite, “running track” (the sprint events). A large fear regarding the young athlete, in
particular, is the overzealous football (or other sport) parent who wants to use the exercises and
ideals in this book instead of having their child play a variety of sports where speed and reactive
ability is of the essence. As you’ll see, simply doing “canned” speed training with typical internal
cues (tuck your hips under, swing your arms at this angle, etc.), and strength training in favor of
playing other sports does not lead to the world’s greatest athletes. It looks good when a group
does exercises that appear to address positions of speed, but we must always be on the lookout
to not coach speed and athleticism out of our young athletes. If I’ve learned anything over the
years, it’s that the human body is an amazingly adaptable organism, and I regularly see 8-year-
olds sprint with better technique than athletes 10-15 years their senior!My Story of Speed,
Strength and Athlete DevelopmentAs a young athlete, I was instantly enamored with the concept
of building strength to become faster and more powerful on the field or court. I moved my father’s
weight set into my bedroom when I was 12 years old, and came up with my own “interesting”
routine to improve my strength, size and athleticism. I based it largely on the 1980’s training
booklet that came with the Kmart weight training set, featuring favorite lifts of that era such as the
hack squat and Jefferson Deadlift. Most of the work I did was upper body oriented, as I didn’t
understand or have any coach to help me with squats or deadlifts, let alone Olympic lifts. I
settled for wall-sits, leg extensions and leg curls in my quest for athletic leg power.Through high
school and college, I learned a lot more about strength training, becoming proficient at the
Olympic lifts and all manners of squats, presses, deadlifts, step-ups and reactive movements.
Even early on, I never got to the point where I lifted so hard that I felt like I couldn’t go out and
play basketball afterward and perform close to or at my highest capability. It was all in context,
but I always held it close to my heart that my strength regimen was some sort of “secret weapon.”
I thought if, as a coach, I just got athletes “really strong” and they could “put more force into the
ground,” then my guys and gals would run much faster than everyone else. When I actually did
reach the coaching grounds, I was quickly proven wrong, and had to rewire my thinking as to
how athletes really get, and stay, fast.It is said that every blind squirrel finds an acorn once in a



while. I made a strong, but appropriate, use of the weight room in the training regimen of an
NCAA national champion in the 55m dash back in 2010, but I also found that getting an athlete
stronger wouldn’t automatically make them faster. This was particularly evident in a handful of
freshmen recruits I got over the course of a couple of years. They never lifted in high school, and
managed to get significantly slower, despite being “stronger,” their freshman year of competition.
I remember being so excited when one of my female sprinters boosted her squat from 155lb to
225lb to parallel, but then went on to watch her have a season where she ran 1-2 seconds
slower than she did in high school in her 200m and 400m races. Another athlete put 50+ pounds
on his squat, and jumped a few inches higher, but ran worse in the 100m dash than he did the
year prior with virtually no weightlifting. The fact that he snuck away from any track work that
smelled like speed-endurance didn’t help that part of his own development, which helped teach
me a valuable lesson on balance in a program.As an athlete in my freshman year of college, I
put 20-40lbs on many of my core lifts, yet my speed on the long jump runway was much slower. It
took me all the way to the end of the year, when I stopped much of my strength training aside
from some quick lifts like a rapid behind-the-neck push press, to regain my spring and speed,
and my event marks crept back up. This was also heavily influenced by a cold climate and a lack
of good speed training in the indoor campaign, trying to make up the difference in the weight
room and, finally, not playing basketball from November to February.In each of these cases of
decreased speed, a common factor was that total athleticism, specific power to weight ratio, and
the quality of on-track speed sessions in relation to individual dose and tolerance were sub-
optimal. In other words, these athletes had speed practice issues that made a huge dent in the
most important feature of our training, and the weight room couldn’t assist them. At the end of
the day, athletes should learn to run fast first (see page 307) before being fed heavy weights and
1 rep maxes. Having the optimal technique makes everything better, including subsequent
muscle development.When I was 21 years old, I high jumped 7’0, triple jumped 46’ and could
out-accelerate any of the sprinters on our track team over 20 meters. My best lifts at the time
were a 205lb clean, a 255x7 back squat and a 155x2 hang snatch with a split catch at 175lb
bodyweight. Fast forward to age 26. My lifts had grown to 265lbs in the clean, 205lbs in snatch
and 295x5 in back squat, weighing about 5lb more. My stride length shrunk to about 5% less,
and I high jumped 6’9” and triple jumped around 43 feet. Although I was stronger, I wasn’t faster
than my younger days, at least not from a top-end speed and reactivity perspective. Honestly, I
may have made a better football or basketball player with the increased weight and better short
speed (and who in those scenarios would have noticed an issue?), but it wasn’t truly what I
needed for my non-contact sport reactive power and speed ability. I had also thrown my lift ratios
a bit out of balance, as my squat to bodyweight had only gotten marginally better, while I made
huge leaps in the lower end torque and coordination outputs of the Olympic movements. As
always, improving speed and mass qualities is about balance.Once I left my job as a full-time
track coach to be a full-time strength coach for track at a larger school, I carried a lot of the
successes and failures with me in the workouts I now prescribed. In my first year of strength



coaching, returning sprinters in my care within the weight room averaged a .15-second
improvement in their 100m dash, and a .4-second improvement in the 200m race. Athletes who
had struggled with injuries for two seasons finished their college careers able to handle training
without hurting themselves, setting big PRs in the process. Both teams scored 20 more points at
the conference meet then the previous year. We didn’t focus much on heavy deep squatting that
year, but it certainly didn’t hinder the athletes’ performances on the track.As time has moved
forward, I’ve learned from some of the best coaches in the world regarding their methods and
ideas, and integrated this into my work with college athletes and private clientele seeking faster
sprinting and more explosive power. To reach not only great but the highest possible speed
performance, the razor’s edge of strength must be mastered as athletes move through the ranks
of training. Knowing what positions to put athletes in, which joint torques to focus on and when,
and when not to use specialized exercises can make the difference in a champion versus being
stagnant, injured and frustrated.This book is the summation of my knowledge gained as an
athlete, track coach and strength coach, as well as a podcaster who has hosted dozens of the
world’s leading practitioners in speed and strength training, and I am now passing that on to you.
The content to come will hone in on the biomechanics and muscular needs of being fast; the
vast spectrum of barbell, plyometric and special strength training means; how to select exercises
and design programs; and how to address individual factors in that programming.(Sample
Code)This book has scannable QR codes to assist with understanding more complex
movements. Use the barcode scanner on a smartphone to access them.- Part I -Speed
Mechanics and Physiology1Biomechanical Concepts in Speed DevelopmentA Deep Dive into
What Creates Fast Acceleration and SprintingChapter inspired by the work of Adarian Barr of
BarrunningWhat does it take to make an athlete fast? This is a question that has been pondered
by nearly anyone who has played a sport seriously at some point in time. On a surface level,
what helps athletes improve their speed is simple: sprint fast, sprint well and do so as often as
reasonably possible. Humans have instinctively figured out how to run fast, relative to their
potential, for thousands of years, well before the field of biomechanics or coaching emerged. I
see many young children with no coaching sprint decently well on a regular basis, the form of
many besting athletes 10 years their senior. After all, when intent (and capability) exists, a living
organism can find a way to accomplish the task at hand, and do so extremely well. We see this
at work constantly in nature, and it is often no different in humans for innate (primal) movements.
Why should a coach have an intimate understanding of sprinting mechanics at all then? Four
reasons.1. There lies the fact that while some athletes naturally seem to find the right running
technique, others struggle immensely through postural and structural issues, poor footwear,
poor coordination or being “coached” incorrectly at a young age.2. To understand, and see in
action, the incredible ability of the body to often produce the best movement pattern that an
athlete has to offer in relation to sprinting and to prevent over-coaching.3. To build an optimal
strength, and special strength, program for speed development, it is helpful to understand the
nuances of sprint physics, biomechanics and physiology.4. Sprinting mechanics form a baseline



for many other athletic movements and maximal sprinting itself is a primary form (if not the
primary form) of strength building for athletes.Ultimately, this chapter is presented to simply
engage the reader with what I believe is a basic, but solid, technical model and description of
fast acceleration and sprinting, which is useful for any coach and athlete. In learning about what
makes for fast sprinting, there are three main areas to consider:• General concepts of athletic
speed• Acceleration biomechanics• Maximal velocity biomechanics1.1 General
ConceptsThere are some concepts of being fast and powerful that generally supersede any sort
of specific topics when looking at acceleration or maximal velocity running. When these
concepts are in place, natural acceleration and top-end velocity tend to happen more easily and
effectively. The three overarching concepts we need to know are:• Posture• Torque•
TimingPostureAthletic posture is a vital, yet frequently mistaken, part of becoming a great mover.
Most people think that good posture is being as “straight” as possible through the pelvis, spine
and head, as if the athlete is in a ramrod alignment. Popular coaching philosophy tends to like
straight lines and 90-degree angles, yet organic movement finds itself far from this, and tends to
work, rather, in the world of arches, domes and twisting. Athletics also works in a place of
neutrality (options for a joint to move in either direction) versus cramming into an “end range.”
According to Adarian Barr:“Any athletic movement starts with xiphoid projection (Figure 1.1),
isometric contraction of adductors and abductors, and lengthening of the tailbone. This sets in
motion the 4 elements:1. Spinal extension sets breathing (The diaphragm is pulled in and
facilitates chest breathing. Belly breathing is essential for recovery, but not sprinting.)2. Loads
feet and pinkie toe joint.3. Floats hip joints (allowing the hips to serve as a balance point
between the arms and legs to allow free movement).4. Creates a tail-bone leverage
point.Having an athletic posture sets the body to be ready to move. Core and sprinting deals not
with muscles, but with core and joint structures from the thoracic cavity, max chest expansion,
and tailbone length. This allows the rotation movement of the shoulders to be transferred to the
hips.Good sprint posture reflects a ‘Harrell’ chest pushing the xiphoid (lower sternum) up and
out, flexing the elbow upward, letting gravity take care of taking the arm down. The spiraling
action of fascia keeps the arm from completely straightening out on the way back. Keeping a
‘long tailbone’ yields dexterity and joint center!"Breaking the prior statement down to a simple
checklist for athletes, we can begin sprint-based movements with the following checklist:Figure
1.1 Athletic posture• Push the xiphoid (“heart”) forward.• Keep a “long tailbone.”• Put the
weight on the inside edge of the feet.• Engage adductors (groin) and TFLs.This base posture
shows up in almost all primal athletic movements, including acceleration, jumping, top-end
speed and Olympic lifts (in the second pull when pulling the bar for maximal velocity). We get
away from this posture when we tend to over-glorify movements related to traditional weight
room cues (knees out), or our prior beliefs about injury (knees-in is the same things as valgus) or
weak muscles (everyone has a weak gluteus medius and needs to do banded monster walks). It
is important to understand that this posture is not anterior pelvic tilt. Although fast athletes are
often in a degree of anterior tilt, the “long tailbone” aspect of athletic posture sets and balances



the leverage point between the arms and legs, allowing for more movement freedom and
efficiency.Poor spinal position, such as forward rounding of the shoulders, makes it difficult for
the arms to best operate in harmony with the legs, so ensuring postural integrity in th spine will
not only assist with creating a strong horizontal push, but Uko allow the arms to operate as
intended (and balance with the legs). Aceleration and maximal velocity sprinting demand slightly
different adaptations of this posture (acceleration is exhalation-based and puts the ribs and
xiphoid down, whereas upright running works with the ribs out and xiphoid forward). In upright
running in particular, I prefer for “tallness” to be felt through a “long tailbone", rather than the
head in respect to the ground. (As you’ll see on pages 32-33, running too “tall” can negatively
impact posture and sprint push.)Figure 1.2 Athletic posture features a forward xiphoid
process.Posture also sets off the ability of an athlete to fulfill their movement intention. When
there is an intent to move, an athlete in their natural environment with a good posture is going to
be able to “coach themselves” subconsciously better than a coach can put instruction into them
in many cases. Look at a basketball layer famous for their dunking ability for a good example, as
their brain puts together the perfect symphony of joint movement to achieve the goal of dunking
a basketball with twists, turns and manipulation of the ball in tandem. In this sense, putting an
athlete into athletic posture and then giving them speed-based challenges and constraints, such
as “squatty running” or properly performed mini-hurdle work, is a baseline place to work with in
learning to get fast. Constructs such as “knee up, heel up, toe up” only have so much transfer
(and retention), as you’ll see in the coming pages.TorqueTorque created by joint rotation is the
key to sprinting, and sport movement mastery. Adarian Barr says it perfectly:Figure 1.3 Note the
torque created by diagonal lines of force. True speed is not created by linear joint
action.“Humans are torque beings; and torque is rotation or twisting. We are more efficient
moving with rotation than we are linearly. Muscle fibers run at angles, not linearly. We have joints
that allow us to move the endpoints of the muscles farther away from each other via rotation.
Linear movements keep the distance between the endpoints fixed which makes it difficult to
elongate a muscle. “In other words, twisting movements help to take the slack out of the
myofascial system and lengthen muscles to their greatest point so they can rebound back
efficiently and powerfully. Moving in a linear-only manner impedes muscles from operating as
they are naturally intended through their full ranges of motion in dynamic efforts.As mentioned
with posture, much of the existing thinking in the athletic development world, unfortunately, has
likened movement to a series of pretty lines and angles in the sagittal “front to back” plane of
movement. The principle of torque, a common trait of the world’s fastest athletes, flips the linear
mentality on its head. Joints work using adduction and abduction in the frontal plane, along with
twisting in the transverse plane to get a more powerful loading (and unloading) of the fascial
systems of the body, and muscles react to that positioning. Simply look at how much pronation is
present in good sprinters and jumpers for a direct example. We also easily see this in nature,
such as a bird flapping its wings. Tri-planar joint function is a critical aspect of athletic
performance and injury prevention.The three planes of movement are the sagittal, frontal and



transverse planes. Sagittal is moving in the “front to back” plane and represents the main
proportion of barbell movements. Frontal is “side to side,” such as lateral dumbbell shoulder
raises. The transverse plane is twisting motions along the spinal axis of the body, such as what
happens in a pec fly exercise.Figure 1.4 All athletic movement is tri-planar in nature, working in
the frontal, sagittal and transverse planes.In summary, purely “front to back” running doesn’t
allow the muscles to fully lengthen and shorten. Therefore, it increases the amount of muscular
effort needed to run, as well as early antagonist firing patterns. To run in a fluid manner, there
must be rotational paradigms on the part of the hips, arms and legs, which will be noted
throughout this chapter.TimingPerhaps the most overlooked part of sprinting is timing. The
rhythm and synchronization of the limbs in sprint movement is a step beyond traditional sprint
coordination patterning (which is often passed off as doing A-skips and the like, which have
coordination specific unto themselves). Timing is the missed aspect of sprinting and jumping,
since well-intended cues and instructions to athletes may get one limb in the “right” position, but
this is done without respect to the timing and position of the other 2-3 limbs in running. The
concept of synchronization centers around the relationships of limbs and joints, much of which
has come out of the martial arts. Each hand is connected to the movement timing of each
contralateral foot. The same can be said about the elbow and contralateral knee, and then the
shoulder and contralateral hip.According to Adarian Barr:“The arms and legs have to be in sync
with regards to the direction of travel. You want the recovery arm to force the front-side leg down.
The bottom of the swing apex for arm recovery should be about the same time the foot contacts
the ground, and then the arms start to travel upward and forward alongside with the current front-
side leg. “Figure 1.5 The bottom of the apex of arm swing recovery corresponds with the foot
contacting the ground.Many athletes perform tweaks and changes to their sprinting and
movement from a lower body perspective only, which often causes the arms to be “late” in their
swing phase in respect to the feet, robbing the athlete of power, velocity and precision. Lower
body cues such as “high knees” can create swing leg timing issues, and “push the ground away”
creates timing issues within the Achilles tendon outputs. While many coaches are somewhat
dismissive of the upper body in sprinting, a real secret to better coaching and sprinting is that
the arms are key to the timing mechanism of sprinting and human movement in general. It has
been postulated by great coaches, such as Charlie Francis, that the proximity of the arms in
relation to the brain increases their hierarchy in the sequence of the motor signal. In other words,
the arms and shoulders drive the hips and legs and not the other way around, and cueing should
take this important factor of timing into account. This concept can also backfire when coaches
use cues that restrict the legs, such as forward to back swinging of arms fixed at 90 degrees
(see pages 42-43).1.2 Acceleration BiomechanicsThe ability to accelerate effectively might just
be the most important ability in sport. Team sport athletes who have breakaway speed, but not
acceleration (and the corresponding reactive perceptual ability) are often placed into specialist
roles. Additionally, the ability to accelerate well positively influences an athlete’s ability to reach a
high maximal velocity in linear sprints. The following are things that show an athlete has a good



technical ability in sprint acceleration.• Horizontal Push in the Plant: An athlete should plant the
foot directly below their center of mass (hips) when accelerating compared to slightly in front
during top-end speed.• Rapid Swing Leg Recovery: The swing leg must recover very quickly
towards the front after it finishes pushing. The arms help facilitate this movement (remember
timing). At foot touchdown, the swing leg knee should have almost caught up with the stance
knee, not far off from what is seen at maximal velocity.• Shin Drop and Rise: When accelerating,
an athlete encounters a series of shin angles that gradually (or rapidly, if team sport situations
dictate) increase after the initial start. The shin angle will drop from the point of initial ground
contact to the final push-off while accelerating. The shin and trunk of the athletes should share
similar angles during acceleration.• Lower Heel Recovery: Although individual to each athlete,
the first one or two steps of any acceleration have a relatively low heel recovery respective to the
following steps in a sprint.• Torque Production: Because of longer ground contact times during
acceleration, athletes will make greater use of amplified arm action and head/torso lateralization
to match the ground contact times, maximize impact on the inside edge of the foot, and counter
rotary forces.• Slightly Incomplete Triple Extension: Projection angles in acceleration involve a
powerful, but often slightly incomplete, triple extension of the hip, knee and ankle, which can
allow a lower center of mass. A full triple extension is permissible if the athlete immediately and
elastically reverses it, but volitional or “coached” triple extension throws off timing, elastic
response and early step rhythm.Setting Up AccelerationFor block, low crouch and 3-point-
based starts, such as the 40-yard dash and track and field starts, athletes starts in a “crouch”
position, where the shoulders are below the level of the hips. In the vast majority of team sport
situations, athletes accelerate from a position where the shoulders are higher than the hips,
which shifts the emphasis of muscular recruitment, as well as the dynamics of the
movement.Figure 1.6 Acceleration sequence from a 2-point crouch start. Note the low squatted
position, enabled by a slightly incomplete extension of the knee joint. This start leaves more joint
and movement options than a volitional complete extension paradigm, and also is much closer
to how team sport athletes would start and move. Notice the bent back arm corresponding with
the slightly bent back leg.For track and 3-point starts, the exact parameters of the start are
associated with the limb lengths and quadriceps strength of the athlete, as well as their preferred
exit angle, which is generally lower and more “crouched” the stronger the athlete is. The lower
the exit angle, the closer the feet should be together in the stance or block to avoid excessive
rotation and stumbling. When starting from a low crouch position, the flexion angles of the knee
are much greater than most team situations involving a jockeying, rolling or standing start. Great
team sport movers can generally do so in a low, or squatted position, which allows them to more
easily reach a fulcrum point with their foot that is well outside of their hip, and use a great portion
of their leg musculature while giving joints more options and dexterity. A squatted position is
always in context of athletic posture as well, and refers to the position of the hip relative to the
ground. “Running low” as a descriptor can send the wrong message, as athletes may respond by
excessively forward flexing the trunk and head.Figure 1.7 A “rolling” start puts the shoulders well



above the hips, and utilizes a slightly different muscular contribution than a block or low crouch
start. This acceleration puts a greater demand on the hips, although the quadriceps are still
being utilized in positions of large shin drop.Team sport athletes who tend to favor higher centers
of gravity while performing these basic movements will be at an automatic disadvantage to
peers who play “lower,” since high hips will lead to high first step shin angles in movement, and a
very large drop of the knee is required to get to a position where the athlete can reach a fulcrum
point to push horizontally to keep up with the opposing player or team tactic. Although different,
there are enough commonalities in the first few steps of team sport acceleration to derive value
from learning proper “track starts” or “combine starts.” The key word here is “proper,” since a lot
of coaching tactics actually make athletes slower in team sport and block start situations.Figure
1.8 “Low” starts, such as the 2- point crouch start, place a greater initial emphasis on static squat
jump strength.First StepAn athlete’s ability to hit a good first step with a low shin angle is a huge
indicator of their acceleration ability. The speed of an athlete’s “exit velocity” from a crouched
start or blocks is also highly indicative of how fast they will be over a 30-meter race distance.
This important first step velocity is a result of proper positioning, timing, torque production and
explosive strength. Due to the high force requirements of the first push, this quality is quite
trainable through strength means. Although the velocity of the athlete after the first step must be
fast, the step does not need to be extremely long. Elite sprinters’ first steps, incompetition, are
far shorter than the slow-motion videos we often see when they are volitionally triple extending
for the camera. Team sport athletes have a short first step instinctively.Figure 1.9 Step 1 velocity
is a result of proper positioning, timing, torque production and explosive strength.In terms of
posture, position and breathing patterns, exhalation is the preferred means of pushing out from
blocks, which is matched by the ribs pushing down, rotating in and pressing back towards the
spine. This is optimal for the delivery of force along the long axis of the body. As an athlete
moves from acceleration up into maximal running speed, the xiphoid gradually flares forward to
put an athlete’s center of mass farther in front of their fulcrum (the foot), as well as allow the joint
freedom of athletic posture.Positionally, athletes will exhibit a full body forward lean, which is
slightly broken, since good acceleration actually doesn’t reach triple extension (see Figure 1.10).
The point of pushing in acceleration matches the shin angle and torso angle (also Figure 1.10),
which is important, since many strength and barbell movements can also reference and
reinforce this important position, such as athletic barbell squats, as well as deficit and
specialized hex-bar deadlifts.Figure 1.10 Good acceleration has matching shin and torso
angles, which has implications for barbell and strength work.Explosive strength is needed to
overcome inertia and accelerate an athlete from a stand-still position. This “dead start” strength
generally ties in well with the strength an athlete can explosively exhibit in things like deadlifts,
hip thrusts, single leg pistol squats and Olympic lifts with a full catch component. Tying in key
performance indicators, explosive concentric strength manifests itself in early block clearance
ability or first step speed.According to Henk Kraaijenhof, squat jump height (or a vertical jump
from a deep squat position with no countermovement) is highly correlated to the block start



ability of a track athlete. The strength to bodyweight ratio in deep double or single leg squat
movements is an important factor in short acceleration, but balancing this strength with
biomechanics and a total program is key, as too much barbell squatting, especially in a “sitting
back on the heels” manner, can create compromised acceleration and explosive athletic
patterning. Torque production is the cherry on top of position and power; with all other things
being equal, the athlete who can take the slack out of their system (fully stretch and shorten their
muscles, tendons and associated fascial lines) the fastest can get to the next step the
quickes.Foot Strike Position and Swing Leg RecoveryDuring early acceleration, an athlete plants
the foot on the ground near an imaginary line drawn straight down from the hip. Athletes who do
not have a good “squat” position in acceleration are prone to over-striding and leaving the foot
out in front of the hip (Figure 1.11 on the right). Athletes who spend a lot of time using multi-
jumps excessively as a special exercise (such as standing triple jump,) may also be prone to this
type of initial acceleration running with the leg more extended and foot slightly in front. As long
as the motor pattern of the first few steps puts the foot under the hip, multi-jumps are nothing but
helpful as we’ll discuss in chapter 9. Athletes who are generally stronger can have an easier time
squatting and dropping into a low heel recovery (heel recovery is discussed on page
16-17).Figure 1.11 Picture on left shows plant under hip. Plant on the right is in front of the hip,
which leads to a decreased ability to direct force horizontally and slower running. Swing leg
recovery is also far too slow in the picture on the right, as the right leg will take too long in
moving to the front.Also of note in the above picture is the difference in swing knee recoveries. In
the picture on the left, knees are fairly close at touchdown, indicating fast swing leg repositioning
and an early front side dominance. On the right, the swing knee is far behind the stance knee at
touchdown, indicating slow repositioning. Hands that get too far behind the body in acceleration
can also sync with feet left too far behind, which is another important coaching factor. Research,
as well as practice, shows that swing leg recovery speed is a good determinant of acceleration
and 100m dash ability1, so athletes must not exaggerate the pushing aspect of acceleration at
the expense of swing recovery. Having a high knee (and foot) drive relative to the torso position
is actually most important in the acceleration phase of sprinting for most athletes compared to
top-end speed.Generally speaking, a great block or three-point start happens with what Adarian
Barr refers to as a “short shift" movement, which combines a slightly incomplete triple extension
that is timed with an active downward drive of the swing leg foot. (An athlete finds themselves in
a position in mid-air with the swing leg pushing down with the push leg simultaneously swinging
forward as shown by arrows in Figure 1.12.) The initial step distance of great sprinters is
generally shorter than what we are often led to believe, although as with anything there is still
patience, timing and rhythm to the movement. Athletes never want to simply “spin their wheels”
as fast as possible, as this skews timing. The “short shift” does not mean “as short as possible”
but rather simply it mean t to drive the swing leg (and the engagement of the crossed extensor
reflex) at the optimal time, rather than waiting until full triple extension (by then it is often too
late). As an athlete moves from acceleration up into top-end speed, their foot strike gradually



moves from below the hip in step one, to slightly in front of the hip as they reach tall, upright
running. The forces on the initial foot-strike become more vertical in nature as the athlete moves
down the track or field of play, but the athlete will no longer accelerate when they can no longer
apply more horizontal force to the ground in the stride.Figure 1.12 “Short shift” in the first step
denoting an “active” foot strike and good use of the crossed extensor reflex.Figure 1.13 Foot
strike in acceleration happens under or slightly behind the hip, while in upright maximal velocity
running, it happens in front. Track sprinters can get to the supinating edge of the foot further in
front of the hip versus sport athletes, for a bigger initial impact.Shin Angles, Shin Drop and
AccelerationFor team sport or track and field athletes, shin angles are the key to moving
anywhere fast from a dead start. In order to accelerate, an athlete has to produce horizontal
force against the ground, and the shin acts as an organic protractor with the ground to show
which direction the athlete is directing force. Watching the best athletes in team sports move on
the court or field, one common aspect of their movement is very shallow shin angles in respect
to the ground, often falling below 30 degrees for first step cuts. The best starters out of the
blocks in track and field kick off races with shin angles around 25 degrees or even less. Strength
is a large determinant of how low an athlete can push, as a weak athlete is not able to push
properly if they let themselves drop too far down in position.Figure 1.14 Acceleration sequence
from a 3-point start. Note the shin of the stance leg drop in angle from the point of contact to the
point of push-off, an important indicator of powerful acceleration. The amount of drop from
contact to push-off is an indicator of how much of an athlete’s force they are able to apply
horizontally.Figure 1.14 is a photo sequence and narrative regarding the athletic skill of
acceleration from a 3-point or track start (they have quite a bit in common). For the sake of this
book, we’ll consider acceleration to be an athlete’s 0-20m speed, but in reality, and according to
Sir Isaac Newton, it starts at the point when an athlete starts sprinting and ends when they reach
their point of maximal velocity (and then turns into deceleration, as they can no longer hold that
top speed). For most athletes, this point of reaching top speed is between 25m and 40m. If you
are still accelerating into the 50-60m range, then there is a good chance that you have some
Olympic rings tattooed on your leg or shoulder as a track and field sprinter.Figure 1.15 Early
steps in acceleration will yield a dropping angle of the shin from initial contact to push-off.Shin
drop is the difference in shin angle from the moment the plant foot touches the ground to the
moment that plant leg toes off. This drop in shin angle should generally be between 10 and 25
degrees (see Figure 1.15), and is an element of acceleration that many coaches discourage
athletes from to “not waste movement.” When we watch good athletes move in their innate
environment with no coaching, as well as look at the practices of the fastest accelerators in the
world, we see shin drop in nearly every instance.Figure 1.16 Shin angles on the first step of a
linear sprint are close to parallel with the ground.In track and 40-yard dash starts, optimal
positioning would have the knees together at initial knee cross (when the back knee meets the
front in the first step), and both shins running nearly parallel to the ground. The knees naturally
drop several degrees from their original position after the gun goes off, or the athlete first moves



to push. Although many coaches seek to correct this, they shouldn’t, as it is the intuitive work of
an athlete’s subconscious to run as fast as possible. Throughout a sprint, whether linear or
curvilinear, the fact that an athlete’s shin angle drops from an initial contact indicates how much
an athlete is still accelerating!Angles of acceleration in team sport are often similar. In many
team sport plays, such as a basketball guard blowing by a defender, you often see shin angles
that are actually very low, perhaps 30 degrees or less, usually preceded by a drop from a higher
shin angle. Michael Jordan driving around a defender, or Barry Sanders making a cut through
the defense, is a pinnacle of this mechanism in action. Ultimately, the angle of the shin tells an
athlete where they’ll go and project. A high jumper taking off straight up will have a shin that
leaves the ground around 90 degrees to the track. In each step of acceleration, the angle of the
shin at push-off is telling which direction force is being applied to the ground. The angles of the
shin and trunk should match throughout acceleration, as indicated in Figure 1.10. A trunk (or
head and shoulders) that is angled farther forward than the shins is an error, as this indicates an
athlete is trying to keep their head down in acceleration in an unsuccessful attempt to create
good sprint positions.A poor cue given for linear acceleration is to fully dorsiflex (going beyond
locked position), and plant with a completely flat foot during the acceleration process (there are
coaches also teach this in top-end sprinting). I was taught this in a certification course from a
prominent institution. The rationale was to prevent the “mushing” or loss of lower leg integrity and
shin angles that come about when an athlete plants on the ball of the foot in acceleration and
finds that it “mushes” a few degrees into dorsiflexion immediately after. This cue is harmful to
linear speed, through hurting the dynamics of the Achilles tendon spring, as well as interfering
with an optimal shin angle in the first two steps, since it limits how far the shin can drop. We tend
to see this flat foot action in effect in many sled push and sled march drills, which is unfortunate,
as it links a loose Achilles tendon to shin and torso angles that require a significant amount of
stiffness there.Figure 1.17 Flat foot contacts in the first 2-3 steps of a linear sprint are poor for
track and combine starts and disrupt elastic power output.The best accelerators have a rigid
ankle (in the sagittal plane) and zero “mushing” with the early steps of acceleration. This goes
hand in hand with a strong and powerful pinky toe action (lifting the pinky toe to lead the foot into
pronation), allowing a locked and slightly dorsiflexed ankle position. The flat-footed acceleration
technique is really just a Band-Aid for athletes who don’t reach stiff pronation. Watch any good
sprinter accelerate, and you’ll see a trend of the foot hitting the ground in a stiff, pronated
bias.Figure 1.18 Upright team sport acceleration and movement works with a greater portion of
the foot in contact with the ground than first steps in a linear sprint.This concept can run
differently in looking at team sport play and acceleration, where there are “options” for which
direction to go. In team sport, you regularly see flat and “rolling” contacts in acceleration. The
reason for these rolling contacts is quite important, and it happens instinctually (athletes fully
dorsiflexing, but not cognitive they are doing it). The reason is that in the moments when the foot
is striking the ground, decisions need to be made as to which direction to cut or move as the
step outcome. The flat contact allows maximal stability so the athlete can move anywhere on the



court, where a track sprinter or NFL combine runner only needs to go in one fixed direction,
which is forward. With the foot fully on the ground, team sport athletes have more options of
which angles to push in as their center of gravity travels over their rear-foot, such as a hesitation
move in basketball. The torso is also generally more vertical in team sport, and when it reaches
a particular amount of forward lean, flat foot contacts are no longer an effective option.Lower
Heel Recovery in AccelerationHeel recovery refers to the position of the swing leg heel (or foot)
in relation to the ground (Figure 1.19). Many sprint coaches don’t force athletes into a particular
heel recovery strategy during acceleration, because typical cues and instructions for changing
this don’t work (especially since most people don’t look at shin drop or asymmetrical “kicking”
when addressing heel recovery). Athletes can only achieve a low heel recovery if the shin angle
is low enough, either through dropping or starting from that low position, or if the swing is taught
as a one-time kick. An issue with many heel recovery cues is that they are often administered in
the context of a fixed, high shin angle. When the shin angle drops and an athlete powerfully
kicks the swing leg through, the heel recovery is naturally low, and may even cause the foot to
drag in some track and field situations. (The foot often drags in the aftermath of the shin drop
combined with a kicking action of the swing leg, not because of a volitional drag of the athlete,
which can cause timing issues.) At the end of the day, a lower heel recovery in the initial steps is
better practice in early acceleration.Figure 1.19 High and low heel recoveries in first acceleration
steps. The high recovery is the result of a starting position with a higher hip and complete triple
extension. The low recovery is the result of a more squatted position, incomplete extension and
a push shin that drops in angle. When the shin doesn’t drop, heel recovery will often be higher.
There must be at least some drop for efficient acceleration. Low recovery is also the result of an
asymmetrical “kick,” for which, every athlete has their preferred kicking foot.In linear
acceleration, the “short shift” is coupled with lower heel recoveries for one and often two steps,
after which the athlete starts picking up the feet and “cycling over” into a higher heel recovery
pattern. All this must be done from a fairly low hip height position for optimal acceleration. The
short shift also helps with an active first step that drives into the ground and stimulates reflex
action, which has been regarded as optimal in track and field settings2 and also reflects what
often happens instinctually in team sport settings.Figure 1.20 Low heel recoveries are only
helpful in the first two steps of a linear sprint. Keeping low heel recovery beyond this point, as
shown in the photo above, is highly counterproductive and wastes energy.It is a mistake for
athletes to fall in love with low heel recoveries and utilize them beyond the first two steps, as
shown in Figure 1.20. This lengthens the time an athlete applies force to the ground, when each
step of acceleration should have a decreasing contact time.Torque Production Considerations in
AccelerationIn the first step of a sprint, the hip of the drive or swing leg elevates in the frontal
plane, with the femur internally rotating on the hip (see the foot rotating outwards in Figure 1.21).
In other words, the non-push hip hikes up towards the same side shoulder, while there is more
length between the push leg hip and shoulder. This motion is more of a winding, or “coiling,” than
the typical “bracing” motions that are the primary emphasis of many strength coaching practices.



This isn’t to say the ability to brace is meaningless, but training time spent coaching bracing,
particularly in the frontal and transverse planes, counteracts patterns we see in sport. Time is
much better spent teaching athletes to get to the inside edge of the foot in acceleration and the
corresponding arm and trunk motions that allow the body to coil and uncoil with greater
effectiveness. The swing knee will also adduct and internally rotate if this is reciprocated by the
athlete exploding through the inside edge of the stance foot, rolling off the big toe.Figure 1.21
Acceleration is rotational.During acceleration, the head “bobs” side to side to get over the foot
that is planting, providing more mass and balance on that side of the body. The rear swing leg
also projects past midline to assist the head in this lateralization of weight. To do this well takes
good strength and coordination in the frontal plane of the body, as well as good torque
production by frontal plane movement of the rear-foot. This ideal should be considered when
programming resisted or “fixed” training means to athletes to improve acceleration, such as a
wall-based acceleration drill where an athlete has their hands on the wall. (These sprint
technique “means” will be discussed in more detail in Chapter 8.) Although sagittal plane
dominant athletes can be very fast, sprinting is rotational and triplanar, as opposed to linear and
sagittal.Figure 1.22 Head is lateralized towards the foot.There are also subtle differences in foot
placement in acceleration steps versus maximal velocity steps. Acceleration initiates with
contacts that favor the inside edge of the foot, while full upright running starts in supination, and
then rolls to pronation. Pronation refers to the combined joint motions of dorsiflexion and
eversion, and supination refers to plantar flexion and inversion. Initial contact strikes become
more “pinky toe side” oriented as athletes move farther along in a sprint. In either case, the force
will always roll from the outside of the foot towards the inside.Figure 1.23 Pronation (left) is a
dorsi-flexed, everted and abducted foot action. Supination (right) is a plantar-flexed, inverted and
adducted foot action. Pronation fits with acceleration ground strikes and supination fits with
those initial contacts in top-end speed (but will still roll to pronation)According to Adarian Barr,
this crossover from pronation entry contacts to supination starts to happen when the shin angles
reach around 65 degrees. If you watch some of the best accelerators on the planet, whether it be
John Ross or Chris Johnson in the 40-yard dash, or Barbara Pierre in the 60 meters, you’ll see a
very clear external rotation of the feet that also happens in turn with pronation and great rigidity
and stiffness through the plant. Externally rotated feet are thought to be connected with pushing
off thebig toe, but it is the inside edge of the foot (medial arch) that creates a strong foundation
in pronation. We simply roll off the big toe, as the big toe is not strong enough to take the entire
weight of the push by itself!Athletes who can’t get to pronation and the inside edge of the foot
well generally spend too much time on the outsides of the feet, or the “pinky toe side.” Athletes
with massive weight room numbers, but who can’t reciprocate that in sprinting and jumping, are
almost always in patterns where they lack explosive pronation. Oftentimes, athletes who have
spent lots of time in taped or braced ankles have extremely poor mobility around the
medialaspect of the foot, particularly in the navicular region. Athletes who are stiff here often
have a lot of trouble accelerating powerfully and effectively, particularly in a team sport setting



where greater angle ranges of motion are required for reactive acceleration and agility.Figure
1.24 Externally rotated feet are often better for accelerating, as the effect of pronation is
enhanced. This foot configuration offers a faster transfer of power into the medial arch, or “power
zone” of the foot.In terms of cueing acceleration, teaching athletes how to feel the inside edge of
their foot in athletic posture (lifting the pinky toe) is of the essence. Sensory training is another
avenue, and can include barefoot work, sand, flip-flops, sprint spikes, etc. It is also important
here to avoid routinely training in shoes with an excessive heel drop and cushioning, as well as
narrow toe boxes. Most drops from the heel to toe are 10-15mm. Dropping down under 10mm
can be helpful for training situations that are not barefoot, with 4mm as a good goal for many.
(Some athletes should try to gradually reach this level of training shoe, rather than making a
rapid drop from one type of shoe to another.)Figure 1.25 Wider feet in acceleration makes the
medial arch more accessible, and fits with the diagonal alignment of the gluteus maximus fibers,
which maximizes power output into the track.Regarding torque production, it is important to look
at the step width in sprinting, and also look at what this tells us about the feet and nature of
ground strike. Research by Nagahara has shown that the initial step width of a sprint is wider
and associated with medial forces (pushing laterally, related to the inside/medial edge of the
foot), while top-end speed that has a narrower strike is more associated with lateral forces
(pushing medially, related to supination impact)3. The presence of these frontal plane forces is a
testament that sprinting is more than “sagittal only.”In the first 4 steps of a linear sprint, the
distance between foot strike in elite sprinters is around .31 meters, while it gradually narrows
down to .09 meters in top-end speed. An error occasionally seen in assessing sprinting from the
front or rear is an a propriate lateral distance in the first few steps, but an immediate cut to the
narrow .09-meter stride distance seen in top-end, rather than a gradual one. This “wide to
narrow” paradigm is an aspect of all athletic movement and also has lots of applications to
acceleration in context of team sport play.A clear advantage of wider feet in acceleration (within
reason, as athletes who get well outside that .31m in initial steps are often compensating or over-
cued to run that way) is the ability to get directly to a pronated foot position and directly harness
the rotational power of the glute. As opposed to not finishing stance off the inside edge of the
foot, some athletes end up finishing stance mainly off the middle, or even on the little toe side of
the foot, which robs them of power.Figure 1.26 Narrow start off the wrong edge of the foot.Arm
Mechanics in AccelerationSince each step in acceleration requires a longer period of time on
the ground, the mechanics that athletes exhibit in response to this will be much different than
what is seen in maximal velocity running. This aspect of running is most noticeable in the arm
and heel recovery actions of the acceleration process. When accelerating, the arms move in a
larger and more exaggerated manner than what is seen in top speed, to counter the high
rotational forces that come from the acceleration push. This bigger swing improves the stability
of the torso, as well as increases ground reaction forces, but is not totally linear. The arm
shouldn’t be thrown back in a big straight line and there should still be pronation and supination
of the hands, and some elbow flexion. This is true for track and team sport acceleration.Figure



1.27 Three different amounts of torque production in a start, from the least on the left, to the
most on the right. Notice the natural “flap” of the wrist in the middle and right pictures, which
must not be coached out of athletes. The difference between a straight arm and a wrapped one
is a few hundredths of a second, which can easily be the difference between winning and losing.
Also understand that an athlete’s joint stiffness and muscular tone will strongly influence the
tightness of the “flap”.Arms that extend far (and especially straight) behind an athlete take a long
time to recover to the front of the body and are associated with slower swing leg recovery, which,
as mentioned, is an important facet of being fast. Arm action towards the front side of the body
should rapid and helps put the same-side foot down into the ground. Elbows should also be
slightly bent, as opposed to the linear, fully extended arm action that robs an athlete of torque
and rotational power. The high rear elbow lift will time together with the unloading of the rear leg
Achilles tendon in a proper impulse. Internal rotation of the lower arm is important in the
swinging back process behind the body to wind the fascia properly (see the winding of the wrist
in Figure 1.27).The shoulders also shrug up and down to mimic and assist frontal plane hip
action while accelerating.Figure 1.28 The right arm driving downwards helps the right foot drive
into the ground.Triple Extension Fact and FictionThe idea of “triple extension,” which is a
concept familiar to the full spectrum of the coaching community, is often linked to exit velocity
from the start position. Triple extension is one of the most hailed cues of track and strength
coaches alike, but its overemphasis can lead to serious problems in acceleration (and maximal
velocity). Over-cueing and instructing athletes to hit the perfect “post” positions can lead to a
lengthened backside action that creates long levers, which are tough to counter in each
subsequent acceleration step.Full triple extension is rarely seen in the world’s best accelerators
and sport movers, and can yield issues such as negatively altering limb repositioning, timing and
rhythm.Overextending reduces the power of the crossed extensor reflex, diminishes good sprint
rhythms, reduces the amount of muscle available in stance, and can even inhibit gluteal activity
and development. It also hurts the ability of an athlete to recover the swing foot quickly, as well
as keep it close to the ground, which is a trademark of good team sport and track accelerators
alike. Watching elite athletes, whether in team sport or track athletes in competition, we see that
first steps are short, powerful and often slightly incomplete. The extension of the hip, knee and
ankle is finished when the Achilles unloads its energy, and at this point, hip flexion needs to kick
in to bring the leg to the front. Full triple extension is permissible if it coincides with the timing of
the Achilles unloading, and is immediately reversed at that instant, and not prolonged for the
sake of an ideal.We know that from a kinetic perspective, the hip is enabled to push hardest in
the early ranges of groundstroke in acceleration, rather than the end. The glute is much more
powerful in hip flexion than it is in extension4. Its job is to hit an initial hard “pull,” more than to
“push” an athlete forward. With this in mind, hitting extra-long positions is trying, in many ways, to
apply force in a naturally weak position. Additionally, overextension takes away the natural
rebound that comes from the psoas, as you’ll see in a hurdle hop exercise, which is both
powerful and energy-efficient. Watch a great accelerator, such as Christian Coleman, and you’ll



notice a much greater emphasis on crossed extensor punch than a huge final triple extension of
the back leg. Think of the early moments of stance as the best time to produce force, and then
do so rapidly.Figure 1.29 As much as this looks like a “great start” to many, it is actually a bad
paradigm for sport movement. The overextension hurts the reflexive firing power the body is
capable of, as well as the ability of the athlete to get into a position where they can properly
apply horizontal force. Figure 5.4It is for these reasons that I don’t utilize the “push the ground
away” cueing model for acceleration, and prefer instructions related to the swing leg
components, as well as the arms and feet. Rather than overdoing the late phases of pushing
against blocks, and therefore overextending, athletes performing track and combine starts often
do well focusing on motions emphasizing pulling the swing leg and arm forward rapidly in
conjunction with proper posture. Much of the extension in accelerating actually comes from the
frontal and transverse planes. The longer the distance an athlete must run, the greater the
projection (extension of the hip in the frontal plane, and then sagittal plane ankle, hip and knee
extension) in the start should be, but there should still be a short shift element regardless, to
preserve swing leg recovery speed.1.3 Top-End Speed BiomechanicsTop-end speed is a
beautiful thing. In humans, it’s fun to watch, but also a little depressing compared to some of
nature’s speed experts, such as the springbok or cheetah. Skilled sprinting at full flight is one of
the most freeing and enjoyable aspects of athletic movement, and possibly the most pure, as the
more compensation patterns and inabilities to maximize joint movement an athlete has, the
slower and more awkward their run will be, just like the animals. This section will equip you with
the basic mechanical principles of top-end speed, as well as an appreciation for the unique
physical qualities associated with it. Here is a list of the basics of good top-end speed
performance:• Athletic Posture: Spinal position must put the chest in front of the hips to improve
fulcrum point of the foot and the capacity of the athlete to apply horizontal force to the ground.•
Eccentric Foot Strike: Foot strike should occur slightly in front of an athlete’s center of gravity on
a supinated mid-foot to take advantage of a loaded posterior chain.• Forward Push-Off:
Although horizontal forces are looked down upon in top-end speed, athletes must get their
center of mass in front of their final toe-off to run fast.• Fast Swing Leg Recovery: As with
acceleration, as soon as the foot has finished pushing against the ground, it quickly begins
swinging up and forward and does not excessively travel backwards behind the body (top-end
sprinting is won by speed in the air).• Cycling and Casting: When the foot is recovering and
swinging back to plant again, it should be brought towards the upper thigh higher than knee
level. The foot optimally has an ellipse that is directed through the forward casting of the shin
that allows for a maximal impact to the ground.• Torque-Based Arm Swing: Optimal arm
swinging in top-end speed loads the fascial system and helps create downforce, as well as the
recycling of elastic energy.Although top-end speed may be thought of as only valuable for track
coaches, and perhaps, to a degree, NFL combine coaches, maximal speed running has links to
all athletic movements. There are also many close links to acceleration, and many areas where
doing good work in top-end speed can assist acceleration. Let’s get into each of these concepts,



and how the strength and function of particular joints and muscle groups relate to each.Spinal
and Pelvic PositioningMost coaches look at maximal velocity from a perspective of the hips,
knees and feet, such as the common “knee up, heel up, toe up” idea. The drawbacks of the
instruction aside, the position of the spine and pelvis is the first and foremost consideration in
preparing an athlete for maximal velocity since the body reflexively operates around the basic
position it is put in, and the vast abilities of the human organism shouldn’t be shortchanged in
this regard. Cueing limbs and end points when posture is poor will often cause athletes to either
run slower or simply ignore the cues when they compete and sprint on instinct. In top-end speed
sprinting, the sternum should be projected forward in front of the body, which creates a
mechanical advantage in the distance between the foot and the body’s center of mass in
producing a fulcrum to project horizontally.
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Bridgit A., “Phenomenal Training Book. Speed Strength is an absolute beauty! The setup of the
book easily spreads out each aspect of sprint mechanics and training. The graphs, pictures, and
sentence structure really allowed me to absorb so much information. I can’t wait to implement
some of these methods with my athletes. Easily one of the best training books I have ever read. I
learned so much valuable training information. Can’t believe this much information is available at
this price. Looking forward to listening to the podcast more and reading more of Joel’s content!”

Dasmi3, “This book very informative and will help you be a better coach. If you are a coach and
want to help your athletes get faster and improve performance on the field/track. This is a must-
own book!! It is a very comprehensive book that not only teaches technique for sprinting it can
helps you understand and even question methods in the weight room. This book is very
thorough and I appreciate all the insights and information”

Jan Melén, “Outstanding! The best book about the sprint technique and training.. By far the best
book about the sprint technique and training. Especially the importance of horizontal power
production and then the description of the role of hip strength is really unique. Trying myself to
document this and have found this book as extremely valuable source.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “The defining book on speed. I have read a number of speed training/sprint
mechanics books and Joel's work is second to none. His concepts and explanations break the
mold of commonly held beliefs and give fresh insight into the art of getting faster. Many of the
methods laid out in this book have paid immediate dividends both for my performance and the
performance of my athletes. This is a must read for any track/strength and conditioning coach.”

Scott Leech, “(Insert Head Explosion Emoji). This book will really challenge what you do as a
S&C professional. Speed is certainly something I need to work on and Joel does a great job of
covering it from every possible angle.”

David Esquivias, “GET IT, READ IT, LEARN FROM IT. Very holistic approach to speed training.
Awesome content about how humans naturally know how to run fast but sometimes get coached
out of it. Great info on mechanics, different ways to train different athletes, how and when to use
the weight room to help progress speed and when to not use it. Overall an awesome book, and
one that I'll keep going back to and learn from.”

John Zombro, “An absolutely essential resource for coaches and athletes alike!. Speed Strength
is a comprehensive and invaluable tool for the development of speed, athleticism, and optimal
locomotive function...in athletes of all types and abilities. Joel's knowledge of the literature, and
his own extensive experience, make Speed Strength a definitive text in human performance.



Kudos!”

massimolai, “Very comprehensive.. Excellent overview of the conceptual labyrinth that speed
coaching can easily turn into. Very practical manual but almost always well-argued and with
occasional pointers to the scientific literature. This book stands out for his practical (and not just
philosophical) emphasis on athlete profiling and well-reasoned choice of coaching and training
strategies for different sprinting "phenotypes". I was not aware of Thibadeau's neurotyping
theory and honestly it smells a bit of "bro science". Still, the fact that not all athletes have the
same tolerance for CNS-intensive work is well-established in the field, and the ideas presented
here are worth pondering. As for biomechanics, general time-course of adaptations, motor
learning, and critical discussion of the rationale behind exercises, this is one of the best "one-
book" resources one can find. Highly recommended.”

mark whelan, “Brilliant. I have read over a hundred books on strength and conditioning for
athletes and this is among the best.This type of book was badly needed for GAA.Its very easy to
follow and full of brilliant ideas suitable for people new to this area and also for people like me
who have experience .I especially like the simple and clear instructions on how to perform each
exercise and the suggested programmes.I wish this type of book was available to me when I got
into this profession several years ago as it would have stopped me making numerous mistakes.”

Kevin Mulcahy, “This is a reference bible. This is a superb book with alot of experience and
valued contributions from other coaches that Joel has put together. Its practical and its more
than a book, its a reference point for any coach who works with athletes.”

John-David, “Great applied content. This is an amazing book in which applied knowledge is
underpinned by research throughout. It's one in my library in which I would definitely go back to
when planning sessions”

The book by Melina Palmer has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 131 people have provided feedback.
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